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A Sting in
the Tail
Clive Davidson samples the slick
TL Sting Carbon S4
Pictures by Neil Wilson

Excellent panel fits mean an efficient
airframe – 98kt for a lowly 12 litres
per hour fuel burn. That’s 41mpg
at 110mph in ‘old money’!
›
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FLIGHT TEST
Proud owners Cindy and Richard
Reeves with their immaculate TL
Sting Carbon S4, G-ZIZY.

The split flaps are a reasonable size
and offer four settings. Note the
‘blunt’ trailing-edges for immediate
control response and feel.
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or once, let’s start in the air. The
aircraft’s owner and I are straight-andlevel in a bright blue sky, with a light
wind and a few fair-weather cumuli
below. The aircraft is sipping 12 litres
per hour in exchange for 98kt, and we’re in a
very well-appointed cockpit with comfortable
side-by-side seating, under a large tinted canopy.
We’re in G-ZIZY, a carbon-composite TL Sting
S4 owned by Richard and Cindy Reeves. Magic!
‘The next generation brings new possibilities,’
claims TL’s advertising, and I’m here to see
whether that’s simply another marketing
phrase which rolls over your consciousness
without making any impression, like water
off a duck’s back, or whether it actually
possesses some substance.
Cindy and Richard were on the ownership
learning curve with four previous aircraft
before arriving at the decision to buy the S4.
Their first was an X-Air, a high-wing microlight
which suited them well until they wanted
something faster for more serious touring.
That itch was scratched when they
acquired a Tecnam P92 Echo with an 80hp
Jabiru engine. A Glassair IIS RG followed and
proved a fast but slippery machine, and this
was exchanged for a Carbon S3, the previous
Sting model to their current Carbon S4.
Having been more than happy with the
earlier model and, following a visit to the
TL factory at Hradec Králové in the Czech
Republic, to fly the new, enhanced model,
the couple decided that ‘The next generation’
would indeed ‘bring more possibilities’. After
discussions with LAA Engineering, as their
example would be the first of the newer
model in the UK, they duly ordered a kit.

FLIGHT TEST
The Reeves found that the S4’s immediate
advantages over its predecessor were the
instrument layout, which was designed and
tailored to their own requirements, extra
tankage (127 litres) providing a greater touring
range and a much improved luggage layout.
New wheels and tyres were also fitted and the
Reeves hoped that they would be much better
quality, as they’d previously experienced no
less than eight punctures. Happily, Richard
and Cindy haven’t suffered any since.
Richard was able to part-build the aircraft
at the TL factory, which must have been a
marvellous experience, as he received help,
guidance and an education in the methods
of manufacture. Roy Sears, Richard’s LAA
Inspector, was also there to record and
photograph the process for the build log.
The company then delivered the partiallyconstructed Sting to Richard’s hangar for
completion. The project took another
three months to finish off.

Showroom fresh

Having seen G-ZIZY at Henstridge on a
number of occasions since she first flew in
2012, she still looks like a cosseted, brand
-new showroom exhibit and doesn’t show any
signs of wear, inside the cockpit or out.
The Sting has a curvaceous – ‘bodacious’
even – form, which is clearly aided by the
material and method of construction, it being
principally carbon fibre, which is both light and
strong. In fact, the material is said to be five
times as strong as steel and twice as stiff.
Other notable qualities are that carbon fibre is
resistant to UV light and is fire resistant. The
acknowledged downside is that it’s costly to

manufacture but like the material it’s largely
made of, the S4 is both high-end and high-tech.
Carbon fibre makes complicated double
curvature shapes possible and I do like the
S4’s sweeping lines. Yes, the design does
have straight lines as well – for instance, the
wing’s leading and trailing-edges.
During my walk-around, I note that the
trailing-edges of the control surfaces are
not, as you might expect, drawn to the sharp,
classic, finely-tapered profile, they’re truncated
with a distinct blunt edge of perhaps 7mm.
That increases the feel and effectiveness of
the control surfaces, the blunted trailing edges
immediately having an effect on the boundary
layer. Talking of the control surfaces, the
differential ailerons appear quite diminutive;
maybe that’s because the flaps are hidden
from view and are of the split type, which
leaves the upper wing surface clear of any
disruptive gaps. I particularly like the sweeping
wing-to-fuselage fillet – a pleasing and very
functional curve.
The wing tips are fluted upwards, to aid
the mixing of low and high-pressure generated
by the lifting process, which again reduces
drag. The navigation lights are in the standard
position, at the forward wing tip, and the pitot
tube can be found under the right, starboard
wing. I make a note to self: remember to
remove the pitot tube cover, Clive…
The wing has internal tanks of 22 litres
(4.83 gallons) per side, with an extra 83 litres
(18.25 gallons) in the fuselage tank, which
are filled from aft of the starboard wing and
at the fuselage joint. A fuel load of 127
litres with a specific gravity of .72 weighs
91.44kg (201.6lb), which is a capacity in
›

The Sting is a very clean design
– check out its diminutive ailerons
and perfectly straight leading-edges.
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an airframe with a 600kg all up weight. That
amount of fuel certainly gives the S4 long legs
– over 1,000 miles with their Rotax 912 iS
injected engine – and although you may not
want to fly that far, having plenty of capacity
is a godsend when touring, as finding fuel at
airfields during the week isn’t always easy.
The tailplane is set back behind and under
the root of the rudder, theoretically making it
well-positioned for spin-recovery, as the
airflow over an applied rudder would be in
free air. However, such aerodynamic purity
is unlikely to be needed as the S4 isn’t really
intended for such waywardness. The elevator
hinge line is aft of the rudder trailing-edge,
negating any possibility of one control surface
impeding or snagging the other.
The centrally mounted aft tab is actually
an anti-servo tab, rather than a trim but has a
similar effect, relieving pilot stick forces and
also providing feel within the elevator system.
But how do you tell the difference? Well, as
the elevator is raised by hand, the tab rises
further as well, whereas a trim tab would go
down as the elevator rises, and vice versa
when the latter is lowered.
The S4’s fin is of generous proportions,
being sited behind that gorgeous bulbous
canopy and the rudder has a small
aerodynamic balance at its top.

(Above) This
classic, side on
shot highlights
the large canopy,
which provides
excellent visibility.
(Right) The typically
modern panel
incorporates two
Dynon SkyViews
and tablet GPS.
The rudder
pedals are easily
adjustable and
feature brakes
on both sides.
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To me, the visually dominating aspect of
the whole airframe is the large, forward-tilting
canopy. It covers a 42”/ 106.7 cm wide cockpit,
providing a grand field of view and plenty of
headroom. It also has a subtle blue tint to ease
the glare of the sun. There’s a broad rollbar
above and behind the seats, which provide
good side and lumbar support. Behind them
is a luggage area, which will take up to 25kg.
As with many modern VLA types, a recovery
parachute is fitted, located behind the pilots so
that it punches out through the rear window,
on the port side. The Galaxy Recovery System
(GRS) deploys a drogue chute which pulls out
the main chute, and the sudden deceleration
force is dissipated by the parachute design
and the stretching of the forward slings, the
rear slings remaining slack until the trajectory
of the aircraft’s inertia is dissipated.
The aircraft is then lowered in a flat attitude,
to pancake onto the ground at a survivable
descent rate of one metre per second. This
‘get out of jail free card’ may be pulled from as
low as 150m/490ft, not that anybody would be
checking the altimeter if the situation was so dire
that they need to pull the big red lever which is
mounted below the instrument panel, just right
of centre! That’s probably the most ergonomic
position for a pilot to exert the required force of
8-12kg (20-26lb) using their right arm.

I know of one family with two young kids
who’ve decided to have this option in their
four-seater (not a Sting). As for PR value, to
the more timid passenger, this must appear a
great enhancement – the one convincing safety
item which allows them to aviate as a family.

Cockpit & Panel

Entry into the cockpit is via the rear trailingedge, avoiding the area directly above the split
flaps. The ‘door’ latch is centrally-mounted on
the canopy trailing-edge and the forward-tilting
canopy is held open on gas struts. There are
two additional door latches, one each side,
operated from inside the canopy.
Supporting yourself gingerly, with a hand
on the seatback, and ensuring that the stick
doesn’t disappear up a trouser leg, stepping
in and lowering yourself into the cockpit is
reasonably elegant. There’s an instant hint at
security with the bucket-style seat, which
reminds me of the ‘rally’ seats I added to my
Mini during my misspent youth! The straps of
the four-point harness are easy to adjust and
hold me reassuringly snugly.
As the canopy is brought down and latched,
the compass comes into view. It’s mounted
centrally, at the furthest point beyond the
instrument panel coaming, and is of the large,
rotating ball type, which makes it easy to read.

I presume it’s been sited there to ensure that
it’s furthest from any magnetic effect.
Late last year, I was due to ferry a Pitts to
Scandinavia but on becoming airborne the
compass didn’t seem to be acting quite as it
should – a bit like Captain Jack Sparrow’s, it was
constantly pointing North. When I tried to open
my flight-plan, the radio was next to useless too,
so I turned tail and landed back. The problem?
The compass had been moved from the panel
to the meeting point of the cabane struts, where
the steel tubing influenced its indication.
There’s a row of small holes all along the
canopy’s forward rim, fed by a large NACA
scoop on the right-hand cowling, that provides
air so that it never mists up – neat. And for a
refreshing draught, each of the cockpit’s
occupants have fresh air vents, which is
handy, as I expect it could get hot in the
sunshine, under such an expansive canopy.
The view from the S4’s cockpit is sweeping
– it’s one of aviation’s greatest pleasures,
looking at the world from a lofty mobile seat,
whether en route and identifying features or
bimbling around, showing a friend how the sun
shimmers on a near-ripe barley crop that’s
waving in the wind. Although I haven’t even
mentioned the S4’s nose-wheel configuration,
the view ahead, over the Rotax’s cowling, is first
rate. You can see to the rear, past the wing tips,
as far round as you’re able to twist, to observe
the S4’s control surfaces move at the waft of the
stick, which seems just like a conductor’s baton.
The uncluttered, grey-hued instrument
panel ,which is framed with a black carbon
fibre lip, houses two Dynon SkyView screens,
the larger of the two being directly in front of
the P1 seat. Centrally, above the screen, is a
slip ball, reminding us that raw data is always
present and particularly viable.
On the left is a red-guarded master switch
and the others, with grey guards, are to power
up the screens, strobes, landing lights, the
avionics (radio, transponder and GPS) and the
auxiliary fuel pump. The right panel has a tablet
on an angled mount. I smiled when I saw a
faithful old friend, a Garmin Pilot 111, on the
central panel as I still take mine on ferry flights.
Beneath that there are three analogue
instruments: an ASI, an altimeter and a VSI.
And below those are a GTR 225A 8.33kHz
radio and a GTX 328 Mode S transponder.
The central, lower, triangular panel has a
four-position flap selector and a fuel gauge.
Below that is a nice, simple ‘open’ or ‘off’
fuel selector. The two wing tanks feed directly
into the main tank, and when that pair are
drained, the gauge shows the diminishing
level. When the fuel is down to 25 litres, a
red warning light illuminates within the
gauge. In fact, that warning feature may
in fact be set at any desired level, but
Richard decided on this quantity as, having
calibrated the whole system, he knows this
allows them a further two hours of flight time
at their chosen cruise power.
The three-bladed prop, a KIEV 283/180, is
of the ground-adjustable fixed-pitch variety.
Why not a constant-speed unit? Well, weight
and performance are all and CSU would tip
the scale at 7kg (15.4lb) heavier, for little
additional benefit, as at 105kt the performance
of the two systems are the same. Acceleration
and climb are also very good with the fixed
pitch prop. The trim lever is close by, ready
for slight changes with power.
There are three switches beside the slip
ball which are integral to the operation of the

This view highlights the
extreme rearward location
of the tailplane and elevator.

Fuselage steps allow an easier climb
onto the wing walk, and the tilt-forward
canopy gives good cockpit access.
engine, namely the alternator output, a back-up
battery and starter power. When discussing the
practicalities of the Rotax 912 iS with LAA Chief
Engineer Francis Donaldson, it was decided to
have complete electrical isolation, should there
be an emergency.
Once started, the standard version of the
Rotax generates its own spark, but Richard has
installed the fuel-injected 912 iS, and its system
relies on a battery to drive the ECU and twin
fuel pumps. There are twin generators, namely
lanes A and B, with the former driving the
computer and fuel pump, while the latter
charges the battery for all electrical facilities.
In the event that lane A fails, the computer
switches facilities to B and flags up a red
warning. Should lane B go down too, a second
battery, located behind the instrument panel,
will drive the computer and the fuel pump for
thirty minutes which, again, gives enough time
to make that decision to land as soon as
possible. It takes a little effort to understand
the system and learn how it must be operated,
but that’s certainly time well spent.

Time to go…

Strapped in, brakes on, canopy latched and
clear ahead and around, it’s time to start the
engine and explore the sky anew. From cold,
the engine start is simple enough – main
(master) auxiliary fuel pump switched on,
fuel on, fuel pressure up, key in and start,
warm up, taxi clearance and go.
A small increase in throttle has us moving
and the direct nosewheel steering is light. A toe
brakes check shows they aren’t overly light and
are effective, and the turning circle is good
›
and the view excellent. It’s amazing how

(Above) A Galaxy emergency parachute
is located on the rear parcel shelf and
exits through the rear window.
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quickly you can become part of the aircraft,
with your hands knowing where to go, which
enables you to scan readily and feel comfy.
Cockpit time and briefings help the information
to sink in. Power checks are made at 3,500rpm
and the Dynon screen is set to show all of the
engine parameters you might ever wish for,
before I switch it back to a Nav page. If I get
lost, in what has been my home area for the
past twenty years, I should be shot, but it’s
marvellous to have such equipment at hand.
With regard to the take-off distance, Richard
had said he didn’t have the figures to hand but
at their Dunkeswell base she’s easily away by
the intersection of R04. I estimate that we get
away in under 150m, with help from a light NW
wind, without slamming the revs to max, from a
slow taxi forward to a normal throttle opening,
trimmed at neutral with one stage of flap.
G-ZIZY’s nose may be lightly lifted a few
degrees, for a low angle of attack and she
duly flies off, gaining speed all the time – a
glance shows over 65kt and increasing, and
I’m looking for 90kt and a climb rate above
1,000fpm. The latter is good, there’s no doubt
about it, but I’m not solely staring at the VSI,
as I’m intent on chasing our camera ship, a
camouflaged Tiger Moth piloted by Annabelle.
Accelerating into the climb and cutting the
corner to catch our friends, G-ZIZY is in near
trim with no excessive stick forces or footwork
– naturally in balance. All too soon, we catch
our Moth, having to weave for position and cut
our speed to 70kt.
The S4’s responses while flying in formation,
at speeds well under her normal cruise figures,
speaks volumes for the type’s handling and
character. All stations can be kept with the
minimum of fuss, and the harmony of elevator,
aileron and rudder is very good, allowing
natural flowing co-ordination.
After a kid-gloved wave-off from Neil and
a radio call of “It’s a wrap”, I had time to look
further into G-ZIZY’s stability…
Set up with 5,000rpm we had 96kt indicated
and if the stick is wafted in ever increasing
amounts, side-to-side, without rudder, you can
see the nose diverge positively away from the
direction of roll, but this is being very picky
as I’m searching for that beyond the normal
reaches of general handling. Directional
and lateral recoveries from crossed controls,
first rudder released (directional) and then
aileron (lateral) shows that the S4 has good,
comfortable cruise responses when returning
to the straight and level.
In pitch, I hunt for the trimmed speed and
found it within three phugoids, although we
end up 70ft lower than we started. To expect
the same height retention is unrealistic as
once energy lost it’s never returned in the full
amount, but I do notice a high rate of descent,
briefly edging to 950fpm, as the servo tab
works away before pitching us up again.
I briefly try trimmed-out at the high cruise
of 120kt, but the fuel flow crept up to over
20lph at 5,500rpm, so I immediately back
off to the previous setting. Maybe I hadn’t let
the fuel flow readily settle, as the digital engine
control adjusted? This engine’s operation is
calculated to be fifteen per cent more efficient
than that of the carbureted 912ULS.
Noise within the cosseted shell of the
cockpit is low, which is aided by our ANR
headsets. Cindy and Richard have toured
around France, Germany and the Czech
Republic, enjoying G-ZIZY to the full – she
really is a delightfully comfortable machine.

(Above) Up where we belong! Perfect visibility, a beautiful blue sky and a truly
delightful, modern aeroplane.

(Above) Coming into land. The S4 behaves very well indeed and is a delight to fly.
(Photo: Ron Smith)

Slow flight

The first 15° of flap may be lowered at 75kt,
and the other stages of 30° and 45° at 65kt.
The ailerons can be used right up until the nose
drops away, stalling at the indicated 40kt with
flaps, and mid-forties without, both from the
fully held aft stick position. Of course, aileron
crispness decays with slower airflow. There’s
both adequate aural warning as slow speed
encroaches, and sufficient buffet through the
stick. Stick-forward recovery is swift.
My favourite stalling exercise is to slow in a
clean configuration during a gentle climbing
turn, with cruise power set. As the tremor of
separating air strikes the elevators, there
comes a point when flight is given up, and
as the stall commences, the aircraft will roll
wings-level. Time it right and you can fly away
wings-level, but if you’re slightly late she’ll rock
to a further wing-low as the recovery action,
which is always stick-forward, bites. This works
beautifully from a right high-nose attitude – as
she gave up, I put the stick promptly forward
with balancing rudder and, as if by magic, we’re
out and flying. But to the left, well, G-ZIZY rocks
around, thinks about it and deposits us into a
sharp, nose-down stall. If you play with fire,
etc… Back to ‘blue side up, green side down’,
and with lowering pulse rates we head for King
Alfred’s Tower, beyond the Henstridge circuit.
The tablet nav presentation and the coupled
Dynon would take a whole review, but one item
I have to mention is the small, blue-black,
rubber-coated box sitting out of my scan on
the left instrument coaming. It’s a GLONASS
link to a Russian GPS. Green bars display the
US reception and black, our friends in the east.
Should one go down, then the other continues
– I guess both failing mean Armageddon! Ever
the pessimist, there’s a current half-mil chart in
the side pocket, just in case…
We enter the circuit and the first stage of
flap is lowered, and the anticipated slight nose
pitch-up trimmed for. Richard’s briefing had

given me an initial speed of 70kt, reducing to
60/55kt with full flap, and he advised to leave
a little power on in the flare. I then throttle back
and, as she sinks, ease back, keeping the
horizon in view. G-ZIZY settles on her mains
and there’s sufficient elevator authority to
hold the nosewheel off as she runs straight
down the runway. Perfect manners from a
lovely little aeroplane!
Thank to Cindy and Richard for letting
me fly their comprehensively-equipped and
delightfully-mannered aircraft, which is very
impressive, indeed. ■

TL Sting
Carbon S4

Specifications (with 912 ULS)
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
Seats Two
Length 6.45m (21ft 2in)
Height 2.02m (6ft 7.5in)
Wingspan 9.12m (29ft 11in)
Wing area 11.1sqm (119.47 sq ft)
Cabin width 1.13m (3ft 8in)
Empty weight 297kg (654lb 12oz)
MTOW 600kg (1,322lb)
Performance
Vne 305kph (164.6kt)
Cruise speed 180-250kph (97-135kt)
Climb rate 5mps (14ft ps)
Fuel capacity 77 litres (17 imp gal)
(plus 22l/4.8 imp gal in aux wing tanks)
Fuel consumption (75% max cont)
16.2lph (3.5 imp gal ph)
Range 840km (1,3270km with extra tanks)
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